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Temperature is Rising for Groundbreaking Solution  
Redeye initiates coverage of Azelio, a unique provider of a 24h dispatchable thermal energy 

storage solution. We identify an exciting envirotech case, addressing the intermittency issues 

caused by the global transition into renewable electricity generation and the need of 

connecting another 500 million people to microgrids. Our valuation offers upside potential as 

the company is approaching an inflection point, by finalizing commercial verification and 

scaling up its production.  

 

Geared for substantial growth – market virtually insatiable 

We argue that Azelio is on the brink of a substantial commercial breakthrough, based on i) 

a strong product offer ii) a hundred-billion-dollar market with verified interest iii) limited 

near-term competition within its market niche of small to medium installations requiring 

longer storage hours (>8h). We forecast strong growth prospects of 75% CAGR between 

2022-2025 when reaching sales of SEK 11bn at a 15% EBIT-margin. 

 

Time to call the cards 

No doubt, the potential is huge, but near term the case faces several risks, including i) a yet 

commercially unverified solution ii) dilution from the additional capital need of SEK 375m 

iii) risk of costly delays related to its verification process, its customer projects and the 

massive production ramp up. 

 

~70% upside potential 

The stock markets interest in the share has been quite modest so far, as we believe 

investors are cautious to a yet unverified solution. We argue that Azelio is at an inflection 

point, where the verification of the solution will emerge into an even increased interest from 

the potential customer pipeline as well as larger institutional investors at the stock market 

looking for an ESG-play. Its positive effects will to some extent be mitigated by a larger 

equity raise in the next 12-months, which could be a good buying opportunity for the risk 

averse. Anyhow, at this point, based on the solid financial outlook further sparred by, in our 

view, a solid management and strong business case, we argue for a base case valuation 

around SEK 25 per share. 
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Investment case 
Huge potential market  

During the last decade, investments into renewable energy sources have soared, spurred by 

environmental awareness and lower costs for solar and wind power. However, the increased 

degree of renewable electricity generation creates issues by its intermittent production while 

the population grows in remote parts of the world. Today, about 1 billion people lack access 

to electricity and another two billion people lack access to a stable grid. To solve this major 

issue, about 220 billion USD needs to be invested to bring about 500m people onto 

microgrids by 2030.  

 

Strong value proposition 

Azelio offers a unique 24h dispatchable thermal energy storage solution at a projected LCOE 

of 93 EUR/MWh, which is estimated to be 30% respectively >50% cheaper than comparable 

Li-ion and diesel gensets in many cases. The solution is not yet verified in commercial scale, 

but the groundwork has been solid and Azelio has invested more than SEK 1bn into its 

solution. The very large interest is further verified by around 110 interest enquiries received so 

far, amounting to SEK 170bn. Out of this large interest, Azelio has so far converted 10 

potential deals into MoUs with an aggregated order value of SEK ~9bn. 

 

Geared for substantial growth 

We argue that Azelio is on the brink of a substantial commercial breakthrough, based on i) a 

strong product offer ii) a hundred-billion-dollar market with verified interest iii) limited near-

term competition within its market niche of small to medium-size installations requiring 

longer storage hours (>8h). We forecast strong growth prospects of 75% CAGR between 

2022-2025, reaching sales of SEK 11bn at a 15% EBIT-margin in year 2025.  

 

At an inflection point 

The stock markets interest in the share has been quite modest so far, as we believe investors 

are cautious to a yet unverified solution. We argue that Azelio is at an inflection point, where 

the verification of the solution will emerge into an even increased interest from the potential 

customer pipeline as well as larger institutional investors at the stock market looking for an 

ESG-play. Its positive effects will to some extent be mitigated by a larger equity raise in the 

next 12-months, which could be a good buying opportunity for the risk averse. Anyhow, at this 

point, based on the solid financial outlook further sparred by, in our view, a solid management 

and strong business case, we argue for a base case valuation of SEK 25 per share.  
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Key Catalysts 
Key verification data 

Azelio is currently verifying its solution in commercial scale to make the solution bankable for 

project financiers. We expect data to be delivered on the company’s discretion during H2 

2020 from Åmål as well as Morocco. Due to the travel restrictions its not further ruled out, 

that its verification in Abu Dhabi will run simultaneously or give first on-site data, depending 

on when the restrictions are easing up. Anyhow, we believe 12-months of operating data to 

be of importance to proceed with larger projects, while smaller projects could settle with a 

few months of data. We expect data in-line or above the company’s projected LCOE/LCOS 

levels to have a substantial positive effect on the share price. While if lower, or a tie (for 

example in need of further modifications) we expect the market to react negatively.  

 

Additional MoU agreements 

We regard additional MoUs as the most likely catalyst in the near term. Securing a significant 

MoU-order book ahead of the verification will increase the investor confidence before 

commercial launch and serial production. In the second stage, past verification, the 

conversion into actual orders will replace the importance of MoUs as investors will expect 

actual deals and sales.  

 

Securing last financing 

Azelio has since listing been clear about its additional capital need. At this point they estimate 

a need of around SEK 375m to scale up the business and reach profitability. We see the 

securing of the capital as a smaller catalyst, as we believe the company to successfully raise 

the money. 
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Counter thesis 
Working towards verification in real life conditions  

From a business case perspective, we consider the yet, commercially unverified technique as 

the largest risk. A successful verification is vital for Azelio to move forward and convert the 

large interest and MoUs into actual sales and profits. The company has of course carried out 

extensive internal testing and accumulated 2m operating hours with its Stirling engine and 

invested SEK 1bn into its solution. Anyhow we cannot completely rule out that obstacles 

might occur at onsite verifications to get solid operational data. We believe investors to 

consider the risk of, mainly additional optimizing and tweaking of system and its settings 

which could lead to costly delays.  

 

Risk of delays 

Besides potential obstacles with the verification process, we would like to highlight potential 

customer conversion delays as several of them are located in emerging markets and 

associated with a more uncertain economic environment. Furthermore, we view initial 

production issues when establishing a large-scale volume production as a potential risk for 

delay. These issues are often solved but can be costly in terms of time and money.  

 

Large ambitions - High burn rate 

Azelio has set high ambitious targets in terms of production capacity and also made 

investments into its solutions and production facility thereafter. We see as we mentioned 

above, that potential delays can be costly and increase the company’s need for additional 

capital. The Coronavirus pushed Azelio’s timeline by a quarter which resulted in an additional 

need of SEK 75m. Azelio has further communicated an additional capital need of SEK 375m 

to reach profitability which we include into our base case scenario. Even if we are confident 

that the company will be able to successfully raise the money, it adds some uncertainty to 

the case as it most likely will be dilutive.   

 

Market dynamics 

Azelio’s estimated LCOE calculations indicates its competitiveness compared to batteries 

and diesel gensets at this point, but also indicates a significant price reduction on its solution 

going forward. The overall market is large and attractive for storage solution developers and 

we believe threats of new entrants is likely to occur going forward. A significant reduction of 

the diesel price may also affect some customers willingness to invest into Azelio’s storage 

solution as it increases the payback time. Anyhow, we argue that Azelio has found its market 

niche within a very large market and do not estimate though competition in the coming 5-8 

years.   
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Summary Redeye Rating 
The rating consists of three valuation keys, each constituting an overall assessment of 

several factors that are rated on a scale of 0 to 1 points. The maximum score for a valuation 

key is 5 points. 

 

People: 4 

Azelio scores a four out of five possible points in the people rating. On the positive side we 

see an experienced management with broad sector knowledge, a clear commercialization 

strategy focusing on long term value creation. In order to raise the score to a five, we would 

like to see an increased track record with Azelio in commercial phase and also, we would 

have wished for larger insider share holdings. 

 

Business: 3 

Azelio scores a three out of five possible points in this section. Azelio has a strong (but yet 

unverified) value proposition within its market niche. The global demand is expected to be 

substantially more than the company can produce in the coming decade. On the downside, 

we expect new entrants in the market possibly threating the company’s solution in the long-

term, a decreasing sales price per unit and no easily identified moats protecting the 

company’s business.  

 

Financials: 1 

The company scores a one out of five possible points in this section. We expect a high sales 

growth in the next coming years, while expecting breakeven in 2022, at first. The rating is 

mainly limited as it’s a pre-revenue company without any financial track record and a 

significant capital need in the near term. The score will rise, as the company’s 

commercialization work visualizes in the financials.  
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Company profile 
Azelio offers a renewable energy storage solution, based on either thermal energy such 

generated from concentrated solar power (CSP) or electricity generated from photovoltaics 

(PV) and wind power. The company, listed on NASDAQ First North in December 2018, with 

around 117 employees and a market cap of around SEK 1bn. 

 

The company’s core technology is a thermal energy storage (TES) that efficiently converts 

thermal energy to electricity and heat via a Stirling engine at all hours of the day. The solution 

is modular, and adaptable in different scale and is offered as an off-grid solution to 

communities or industries, weak grids for the commercial and industrial sectors. On grid 

installations are also relevant for balancing of the grid – a challenge that arises as renewable 

technologies are growing in traditional grid systems. As for example in California. 

 

Azelio was founded in 2008 and had, from the start, been focused on solar energy 

production. The technology is based on the use of a Stirling engine for the generation of 

electricity. The Stirling engine is not a new invention - it was developed in the 1800s. Azelio 

has however, further refined the engine using IP that was acquired from a German company. 

In 2013 a production facility with high capacity was acquired from Volvo Cars. However, the 

initial technical solution did not include energy storage and was, in the end, deemed not to be 

commercially viable. Since the price of PV generated electricity has dropped dramatically 

over the last decade. 

 

Thus, in 2016 the company made a strategic shift when a solution for thermal energy storage 

was developed, meaning that stored energy can be converted into electricity at your 

convenience and delivered around the clock. The new technological solution, currently under 

verification, can produce as well as store energy, without relying on a connection to an 

existing electricity grid. The company is currently working with partnerships for development 

and distribution towards commercialization of the solution, with, for example, the Moroccan 

Agency for Sustainable Energy (MASEN) and Masdar in Abu Dhabi. 

 

Azelios’ technology is proven in lab environment and is currently undergoing third party 

verification by global certification agency DNV-GL at Azelio’s installations in Åmål, Sweden. 

Followed by data from the installation in Morocco to reach commercial verification. The first 

commercial installation is planned to be installed in 2020, and thereafter volume production 

is set to commence in 2021. On the next page, we further address the company's timeline for 

the coming two years.  
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Recent newsflow and share price  
In December 2018, Azelio was listed on Nasdaq First North in combination with an equity 

raise of 242m (pre-costs) at a 690m pre-money valuation. The share had a tough start after 

its listing and declined sharply from its subscription price of SEK 22 per share to around 9 in 

the first months of trading. The share did take a hit by the equity raise of SEK 350m during 

December 2019, visible in the table below.  

 

Since the IPO, the business has developed well and Azelio has signed 10 MoUs across the 

world’s sunbelt. In total, they are valued to about SEK ~9bn and ranges until 2025. Another 

very important milestone is the technology development where Azelio increased the systems 

compatible to include charging with electricity rather than heat. This allows the solution to 

cooperate with wind power, but even more importantly Solar PV which make up for a majority 

of the MoU pipeline today.  

 

Going forward, we argue that the financial reporting is of lower interest to the market 

compared to the verification process and the conversion of MoUs and eventually also into 

actual deals. Covid-19 has affected to company’s timeline, by pushing many activities 

forward by one quarter. We get into more details on the timeline in the next section.  

 

 

  

Azelio - Stock Market History

Source: Redeye Research, Nasdaq Stockholm | Data as of July 08, 2019.
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Operational timeline 
Key events 2020-2021 (Revised after the company's update on the Coronavirus) 

The company announced that the travel restrictions due to the Coronavirus would push its 

timeline with one quarter. At this point, we believe it's reasonable but would like to highlight 

that we might see further adjustments if the travel restrictions to some countries will be 

extended. In Q4 2019, Azelio successfully installed its first two projects in Åmål and 

Ouarzazate. We would further like to highlight that data from the different projects most likely 

will be released as they go, even if we believe that 12 months of running data is a critical 

dataset probably wanted by customers. Below follows a timeline of important events for 

coming years.   

 

2020 

• Q1 

Inauguration ceremony of the first verification project in Morocco 

Verification initiated by DNV-GL in Åmål, followed by Morocco (when travel 

restrictions allow) 

• Q3 

Expected installation of verification project in Abu Dhabi 

Expected first commercial order of 50kW 

Expected launch of concept heat recovery as a product 

• Q4 

Expected delivery start of a first commercial project of 50 kW 

First verification data expected from Abu Dhabi 

Expected second commercial order of 50 kW 

 

2021 

• Q1 

Expected installation of first commercial project 

Verification data expected in Morocco and Abu Dhabi for commercial projects 

Expected installation of other commercial project of 50 kW 

Ramp-up to secure resources for 1500 systems by H2 2021 

• FY 2021 

Initiating serial production in Q3'21 

Installation and launch of the first larger commercial project 

Production capacity of 5000 systems per year, (per shift at the end of 2021) 
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Azelio's solution 
To meet the quickly growing demand for storage capacity, Azelio offers a thermal-based 

storage solution with around the clock renewable power supply. The solution is compatible 

with several techniques, such as concentrated solar power (CSP) any kind of renewable 

electricity production such as photovoltaics (PV), wind or from other energy sources.   

 

Azelio's system is built on Stirling-based electricity production based on thermal energy 

storage. In the beginning, Azelio focused on the use of concentrated solar power, aimed 

towards thermal storage. In 2019, Azelio developed the technology to received electricity 

from (Solar PV and wind power) into stored thermal energy. This increases the company’s 

addressable market significantly which we believe was a very important step in the right 

direction and the key to success. We believe Azelio's solution will primarily be combined with 

solar PV as it is predictable and maps with the systems 24hrs capacity cycle (charging at 

daytime and discharging at night). Also, PV prices have fallen dramatically in recent years, 

making it a dominant solution. The current MoU-pipeline further confirms this.   

 

Azelio has created a complete energy-producing system for installations between 0.1MW-

100MW with a storage capacity of 13 hours of electricity generation at nominal output. This 

means that the solution can be adjusted to the demand with an output of for example 26% if 

run on 50% output. The system is modular and thereby easily adaptable to projects of 

different sizes, which also eases both installation and maintenance. The company 

exemplifies the storage to cover end-users such as hospitals, a mine or a smaller community, 

with sustainable electricity around-the-clock.1 

 

 

A bit more in detail, the solution consists of a storage unit consisting of a recycled aluminum 

alloy which is heated by using the electricity generated by solar PV or wind. It can also be 

supplied with solar energy by a number of heliostats placed on the ground (CSP).  

Azelio has selected aluminum alloy as its phase change material (PCM) by the high energy 

density, which will be heated (melted and stored) up to 600C. Thermal energy storage (TES) 

facilities use temperature to store energy. The general TES stores heat in rocks, salt, water, or 

other materials kept in an insulated environment. On the contrary, to Azelio's solution, other 

 
1 For further interest into Azelio’s solution and technique in detail, we recommend the company’s 2019 rights issue 

prospectus.  

 

https://www.azelio.com/files/disclaimer_2019/Azelio_AB_publ_Prospectus_4_December_2019.pdf
https://www.azelio.com/files/disclaimer_2019/Azelio_AB_publ_Prospectus_4_December_2019.pdf
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solutions use the thermal energy to generate steam for a steam turbine. The thermal energy 

can also be used to heat and cool buildings. 

The Stirling engine is, in fact, an old invention from 1816 but has evolved with several 

applications during the years and is well-known for Kockum's submarine engines. In Azelio’s 

solution the Stirling engine is used for transferring the heat into electricity. The engine 

operates by heating and cooling down gas, creating an expansion/compression which force, 

in turn, is converted by a generator into electricity. Azelio has accumulated more than 2 

million operating hours on 176 Stirling units installed and operated all over the world, and 

further invested more than SEK 1bn in its solution. 

When comparing energy storage, solutions specific efficiency in terms of energy losses will 

be measured. In Azelio's case, they have an efficiency of 29% from stored thermal energy to 

electricity, but can reach up to 90% efficiency from electricity to electricity and heat at 55-65 

degrees C. The residual heat comes out at 55-65C from the process and can be used as low-

temperature district heating, for desalination of thermal water, for industrial process heat and 

cooling through absorption cooling processes. To verify the solutions total cost efficiency 

and make the solution bankable, the company is currently running verification projects which 

we will address in the next chapter. 

 

Verification projects 

There are currently two verification projects signed in Morocco, and Abu Dhabi, which will be 

significant for Azelio to both prove the technology in real conditions. Currently two verification 

projects installed, one on Morocco and one in Sweden, consisting of two storage + Stirling 

units each. A third project is being installed in Abu Dhabi during Q3 2020, consisting of four 

storage units with Stirling’s. The verification is significant to prove the technique in real life 

conditions and make the technique bankable. This is required to be able to finance its future 

projects with financial institutions. The company also has established its own verification 

setup in Åmål, Sweden. Initially, Azelio's is working to collect at least 12 months of data from 

Åmål and real-life conditions data from Morocco. We address the different projects below. It 

may also differentiate between installations based on size and location.  

Verification project in Morocco 
As the onsite verification in Morocco was delayed due to Coronavirus travel restrictions the 

Moroccan test is partly taking place in Åmål. In the original timeline, the verification was set 

to begin during Q1'20 in Morocco and aims to register data in real-life conditions. The test is 

currently run with Solar PV. The travel restrictions to Morocco have delayed the on-site 

verification done by DNV-GL. Instead, they have started the verification at the company R&D 

facility in Åmål with an administrative review phase. 

 

• The timeline of the full readout is still uncertain, but we expect the testing to take 

around six months from the start if everything runs smoothly. In this scenario, with 

effects from the Coronavirus lockdown, we expect the company to reveal some data 

during H2 2020, while we expect 12 months data around Q3 2021.  

• We further believe that the company can work with the data from partial readouts as 

they go, i.e., continuing client discussion while the data is being run.  

• Masen is one of the companies driving the renewable transformation on the African 

continent and maintains a solid platform for Azelio for knowledge as well as 

recognition and marketing.    

 

 

 

Azelio has 
invested more 
than SEK 1bn 
into its solution 

System 
efficiency up to 
90% if utilizing 
residual heat 
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Site visit 

At the inauguration ceremony, we had the chance to visit the Noor park in Ouarzazate, 

located around 20 miles southwest from Marrakesh. The Noor power station is the world's 

largest concentrated solar power station with around 510MW of CSP capacity and another 

70 of PV. The Noor site is well visited not only due to its large size but as there are several 

different techniques being used. For instance, there are two large parabolic trough fields and 

CSP solar tower field. The plant is currently using storage with molten salt, which at full 

capacity, can deliver storage for up to eight hours. The Noor park itself, in general too big to 

utilize Azelio's storage but acts as a center where several other development projects within 

solar power are being tested. Amongst them, we noticed the Masen redox flow battery 

project with the Japanese company Sumitomo Electric2.  

 

 

 

Masen 

Moroccan Agency for Sustainable Energy (Masen) is a privately owned, but governmental 

funded group responsible for managing renewable energy in Morocco. Masen leads 

development programs of integrated projects aimed at creating an additional 3,000 MW of 

clean electricity generation capacity by 2020 and a further 6,000 MW by 2030. The goal is to 

secure 52% of Morocco's energy mix from renewable sources by 2030. 

Second verification project in Abu Dhabi 
Together with Masdar and Khalifa University, Azelio is planning a verification installation of 

around 50kW around Q3'20 (previously Q2'20) to evaluate the storage solution with 

photovoltaics, CSP and wind power or for projects that deliver off-grid systems.  

 

• Masdar is a research partner to Azelio within Thermal storage.  

• Masdar is one of the world's leading developers within renewable energy. 

• The installation in Abu Dhabi will be used to evaluate Azelio’s technology to be 

included in Masdar’s product portfolio for ongoing and future renewable projects. 

This is the reason for the commercial potential.  

 

Masdar 

Masdar, located in the UAE, is one of the world's leading developers and operators of utility-

scale renewable energy projects. Masdar has invested around USD 13.5 billion in global 

projects in around 30+ countries, with an installed capacity amounting to around 5 GW.  

  

 
2 https://www.unido.org/news/japanese-company-design-and-install-innovative-battery-energy-

storage-system-ouarzazate-morocco 

 

https://www.unido.org/news/japanese-company-design-and-install-innovative-battery-energy-storage-system-ouarzazate-morocco
https://www.unido.org/news/japanese-company-design-and-install-innovative-battery-energy-storage-system-ouarzazate-morocco
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Commercial pipeline 
Azelio has received a large interest around the world, with 3900 MW of interest inquiries from 

121 total customers, amounting to SEK 170 billion. The number should only be seen as 

highlighting the interest in the company's technique and solution as it is set for delivery 

between 2021-2023, which the company has no capacity to fulfill. Further, all of the first ten 

requests listed below are larger than the company's initial focus area of up two 20MW and 

just at the upper preferred size in the second stage of expansion of 100MW. These enquiry’s 

can, however, be several combined projects with the same counterparty. The top 6 enquiries 

are also larger than Azelio’s targeted projects and amounts to around 46% of the total 

enquiries. The company will naturally focus on several smaller projects <20MW in the 

beginning to diversify and minimize risks for technical errors as well as delivery issues.  

 

In a second stage, these interest inquiries should be converted into MOU’s or LOIs, which in 

the third step should lead to actual orders. In terms of actual orders, the company has not yet 

signed any, which we believe is dependent on the verification data now being gathered in 

Åmål followed by Morocco. Up to date, Azelio has signed around 259MW of MoU’s which if 

fully delivered could amount to around SEK 11.4 Bn. Below we list the currently signed MOUs 

followed by an introduction to some of them. In the appendix we list the distribution timeline 

for the projects.  

 

 

 

Breakdown of interest enquiries MW ~SEKm

Interest enquiry 1 500 21 795

Interest enquiry 2 500 21 795

Interest enquiry 3 200 8 718

Interest enquiry 4 200 8 718

Interest enquiry 5 200 8 718

Interest enquiry 6 200 8 718

Interest enquiry 7 100 4 359

Interest enquiry 8 100 4 359

Interest enquiry 9 100 4 359

Interest enquiry 10 100 4 359

Other 111 interest enquiries 1700 74 103

Total interest enquiries 121 3900 170 000

Source: Azelio

Signed MOUs inc verifications

Company
Project 

countries

Pipeline 

(MW)

Est. Installation 

start
Segment Comment

Masen Morocco - In progress EL-TES Verification project

Masdar & Khalifa university Abu Dhabi - Q3 2020 EL-TES Verification project

STELLA Futura Ghana & Togo 6.5 Q4 2020 EL-TES Partner Sub-Sahara

ND Power Zambia 7.5 Q4 2020 CSP, EL-TES Partner Sub-Sahara

Biodico USA aprx. 120 2021 EL-TES Partner USA

JD Aviation Pakistan - N/A CSP, EL-TES Partner Pakistan

Pansanté Africa - N/A CSP, EL-TES Distribution partner*

Al Mashani Oman 25 2021 EL-TES Partner Oman

Hussein Atieh & Sons Co. (HAE) Jordan 25 2020 CSP, EL-TES Partner Jordan

Industria Mecánica VOGT Chile 10 2021 EL-TES Partner Chile

CITRUS JMK S.A DE C.V Mexico 20 2021 EL-TES Partner Mexico

Trimark Associates USA 45 2021 EL-TES Partner USA

Source: Azelio, Redeye research

* 3yr distribution agreement for Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Botswana and Kashmir area
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Biodico 
Azelio has planned a commercial project with Biodico, totaling 120 MW in California. Azelio's 

system, in combination with both Solar PV and wind, will supply Biodico's biofuel production 

with clean energy around the clock. The project will be a good reference for other deals in 

that area, where energy storage has very good prerequisites. This capacity is distributed 

along the following timeline: 13 kW in 2021 (Atascadero project), 15 MW in 2022, 35 MW in 

2023, and 70 MW in 2024. The total deal amounts to around 9240 storage units, which we 

estimate equals a total deal value of around SEK 5 280m. The parties have further intents of 

Biodico becoming a non-exclusive distributor in the region.  

Industria Mecánica VOGT S.A. (VOGT) 
Another signed MOU is with the Chilean company VOGT to assess energy storage projects 

for the mining industry in Latin America. The framework initially amounts to 10MW installed 

capacity from 2021 until 2024, but the hopes are to sign several projects with the company. 

The installation distribution looks similar to the other projects by starting smaller with 50 kW 

projected for Q1, 2021 and 100 kW in Q3, 2021, followed by an additional 2 MW in 2022, 3 

MW in 2023, and 5 MW in 2024. We estimate the total project to around 770 units, valued at 

about SEK 440m. 

 

VOGT is a leading supplier of pumping systems for the mining industry, which pumps need 

electricity 24/7. VOGT is working towards an improved customer offer, which now includes 

diesel generators in combination with solar PV in off-grid locations. Azelio seems confident in 

competitive customer value with lower electricity costs compared to diesel gensets. 

Al Mashani 
Azelio has also signed an MoU regarding a small-scale project in Oman. The goal of the first 

installation is to demonstrate Azelio's system in real-life conditions in the country with a 

25MW installation. The next step is to work towards new customer projects in Oman together 

with Al Mashani. We estimate the initial project of 25MW to be around 1925 units, valued at 

about SEK 1100m. 

 

This capacity is forecasted along the following timeline: 50 kW in 2021, 5 MW in 2022, 7 MW 

in 2023, and 13 MW in 2024. Azelio will only receive minor revenues from the first project, 

which is mainly a strategic project to build a local presence on. The use case is similar to the 

Chilean project, where the preliminary end customer is a mining company who would like to 

combine Azelios solution with PV. By doing so, the company can continue its operations by 

night (13 hours of storage) while charging at zero or very low cost during the day.  

Hussein Atieh & Sons Co. (HAE) 
In Jordan, Azelio has signed an agreement with HAE for a 25MW to offset high on-grid 

electricity costs for a steel factory. The capacity was previously (pre-corona virus) forecasted 

along the following timeline: 50 kW in 2020, 3 MW in 2021, 7 MW in 2022, and 15 MW in 

2023. Both parties' intention is for HAE to become one of Azelio's sales, installation, and O&M 

partners in Jordan. We estimate the total project to around 1925 units, valued at about SEK 

1100m. 
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Trimark 
In the US, Azelio has signed a second MoU with Trimark Associates, with a targeted 

installation of 45MW (~ SEK 2 bn) until 2025. Trimark will work as a system integrator to 

complement its current portfolio of several services as field installation, maintenance, testing 

and hard software products. The first projects are targeting 150 kW in 2021, followed by 3 

MW in 2022, 6 MW in 2023, 12 MW in 2024, and 24 MW in 2025. 

Citrus 
In late June Azelio signed an 20MWs MoU with the Mexican company CITRUS for 

collaboration until 2024. CITRUS will assess the storage solutions for several industries such 

as food and beverage, agricultural, mining, and the oil & gas industry as well as the tourism 

sector with hotels and resorts in Mexico, North and Central America. The project timeline is 

similar to the previously signed MoUs by starting smaller with 150 kW in 2021, followed by 3 

MW in 2022, 6 MW in 2023, and 11 MW in 2024. A final deal of the 20MWs is worth around 

SEK 880m.  
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Business strategy 
Business model 

Initially, Azelio will depend on the commercial conditions and requirements for each project 

and run jointly owned projects until the technology has established a market position. Where 

after Azelio will act as a technology provider selling the solution together with services such 

as training.  

 

Azelio aims to be a technology provider, which entails that the company will deliver Azelio's 

complete system with the Stirling engine, energy storage, and where applicable solar 

concentrator.  

 

In terms of the sales process, it will be different depending on the size the client and project. 

For instance, Azelio as a technology provider will carry out direct sales to end customers in 

smaller projects, while working with and EPC in medium-sized projects, and in the larger 

projects will likely have tender processes and EPC in-between Azelio and the end customer. 3 

 

Azelio expects a payment of around 15% at the order, which they expect to be sufficient to 

cover the working capital for completion and delivery of the system. Another 40% of the price 

is expected upon delivery, followed by 30% on the commissioning of the system while the 

rest (15%) to be paid at the end of the warranty period (two years after delivery). This means 

the company will have a lagging cash flow effect as a significant part of the profit will be paid 

with two years delay. Although the initial down payment is certainly helpful. In the 

aftermarket, Azelio will take a consultancy fee for service, monitoring, and maintenance.  

 

Azelio's technology will mainly be delivered to three types of customers: 

i) Final users in need of storage for their own energy production 

ii) Project developers purchasing Azelio's solutions which subsequently are financed/sold 

iii) Vertically integrated utilities/Independent system integrators owning and managing the 

existing grid 

 

 

 
3 EPC stands for Engineering, Procurement, Construction and is a prominent form of contracting agreement in the 
construction industry. The engineering and construction contractor will carry out the detailed engineering design of the 
project, procure all the equipment and materials necessary, and then construct to deliver a functioning facility or asset 
to their clients. Companies that deliver EPC Projects are commonly referred to as EPC Contractors. 

Azelio's market niche

Source: Azelio
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Focus areas 

Azelio will initially focus on projects between 500 kW to 20MW with a 13 hours storage in 

areas around the MENA region, sub-Sahara Africa, the Andes, Mexico, Brazil, Australia, and 

central/western US. In step two, Azelio will develop its offer to range between 100 kW to 

100MW, offering the system to developed nations in need of storage capacity for electricity 

production from six hours. What's also considered when targeting specific markets is 

existing regulations, available financing solutions for renewables, and how competitive the 

system is within that specific area.  

 

 

Pricing strategy 

The company has announced that its initial production volumes will be more costly both for 

them to produce but also to the customers. In terms of pricing strategy, the company 

expects to reduce its price on the units in pace with the production scale at the Uddevalla 

factory. The key selling point will remain the cost-effectiveness (LCOS) at a specific location 

when customers choose between storage alternatives. Azelio tracks the LCOS compared to 

competing solutions to stay competitive. As a part of this, we believe the ASP to decrease 

over time for Azelio's solution, which we have seen several examples of, as with PV solar 

panels and Lithium-ion batteries in recent years.  

 

Production 

Azelio has established its own production plant in Uddevalla, which was acquired from Volvo 

Cars. First components have been produced in the factory, while the company is setting up 

for volume production. The modern production facility will run on one assembly line with 

peripheral systems and is located near several suppliers/partners to the global automotive 

industry. The company is currently aiming for serial production to be up and running in 2021.   

 

In the production, Azelio will handle assembly of the most business-critical parts as the 

Stirling engine on its own. While hiring local subcontractors for manufacturing of non-critical 

components.  

 

The company has further signed with AQ Enclosure Systems for the final assembly of the 

thermal storage, which from what we have learned is not as critical as the Stirling engine and 

the heat transfer system between storage and the engine. The heat transfer system has 

Azelio developed with Swiss Emile Egger & Cie SA4 and is currently undergoing a lifetime test 

of 4000h in real-life conditions. 

 
4 https://www.azelio.com/investors/press-releases/2019/azelio-conducts-final-testing-for-unique-pump-system-
developed-with-swiss-company-egger/ 

 

Azelio's focus geographies

Source: Azelio

https://www.azelio.com/investors/press-releases/2019/azelio-conducts-final-testing-for-unique-pump-system-developed-with-swiss-company-egger/
https://www.azelio.com/investors/press-releases/2019/azelio-conducts-final-testing-for-unique-pump-system-developed-with-swiss-company-egger/
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In terms of input material, we see that the company's COGS might face some effects from 

price movements in aluminum prices as single storage requires a significant amount of 

aluminum. Today, aluminum is relatively cheap and widely available, and Azelio has aimed to 

use recycled aluminum. Further, Azelio states that there is no aluminum loss/degradation in 

the storage, and it can be used over and over. 

 

 

 

Patents 

Azelio’s key expertise is within its Stirling engine, its thermal energy storage, and the 

composition of the system. The company works actively with patents and has several 

international patents covering its different solutions. At the time of the 2019 rights issue 

prospectus, Azelio had seven granted patents as well as 12 pending patent families. From a 

strategic point of view, the patents aim to protect the most critical pieces related to the 

Stirling engine efficiency. We believe the company’s solution to be well protected in its current 

form but believe there might be a risk of other companies achieving similar or higher 

efficiency for a Stirling engine combined with a TES. Anyhow, we are not aware of any 

competitors working directly with it, at this point.   

  

Azelio's value chain

Source: Azelio
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People 
The management team consists of almost exclusively people with a background within 

Azelio and thus extensive experience within the industry. However, many of them have only 

been on the management team since the change of strategy in 2017. Jonas Eklind has 

served as the CEO since 2015 but has prior management experience from both the 

renewable energy sector and the electronics manufacturing industry. 

 

Overall, as a part of our Redeye Rating Model, Azelio scores an 4 out of 5 in the people rating. 

From our meetings with the company, we believe they give a competent impression, with 

good knowledge of the solution and the market position. We also assess the company's 

communication to be open and honest, which we have seen several examples of. To name 

some, we have seen good communication regarding the company's future capital needs and 

the Coronavirus situation.  

In terms of insider ownership, the management team does not hold a significant stake in the 

company (currently totaling around SEK 1m) but owns a significant amount of share 

warrants. Anyhow, these are received as salary, which from our perspective does not give the 

same signal as if they were acquired by the team on its own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management

Name Position
In position 

since

Holdings 

(t) shares

% of 

equity

Share 

warrants (t)
Experience

Total 95 0.10% 1600

Source: Azelio, Holdings as of 2020-03-31

Annika Nissen Act. VP Development 2018 0 0.00%

Module Team Director CEVT AB, Engine and Transmission Integration, 

Manager Global Product Development Integration GETRAG Corporate 

Group, Acting Department Manager manual transmissions Volvo Car 

Corporation, Manager Mechanical Transmission testing Volvo Trucks, Test 

engineer manual transmissions, Volvo Car Corporation.

200

0

Dr. Ralf Wiesenberg
VP Business 

Development
2018 3 0.00%

Head of Renewable Energy Spain at ÅF Aries Energía, Managing and 

Project Director at Sun to Market, Business Development Manager at ACS 

Industria, Senior Manager as PwC. 

200Torbjörn Lindqvist CTO 2017 2 0.00%

Design Manager Thermal Energy Storage, Senior Engineer at Cleanergy, 

Senior project leader- Thermal energy storage at Cleanergy, Engineering 

associate fellow at Rolls-Royce plc, Marine Engineering Manager at Rolls-

Royce plc, Marine Research and Technology Manager at Rolls-Royce plc, 

Staff Technologist, Strategic Research Centre at RollsRoyce plc.

300Ingemar Hagberg VP Manufacturing 2019 0 0.00%

Senior Project Manager at Azelio, Project Manager Pininfarina Sweden, 

Manufacturing Engineer Pininfarina Sweden, Production Engineer 

Pininfarina Sweden

200Peter Frie Gabrielsson VP Operations 2019 9 0.01%

VP Projects at Apply Emtunga, VP Sales &

Business Development at Apply Emtunga, Strategic Procurement Manager 

at Apply LQ.

500Jonas Eklind CEO 2015 72 0.08%

CEO at Innovativ Vision, Nilar, Shapeline, Morphic Technologies, Kitron 

Sweden and TiFiC. Project Manager at Sustainable Innovation, Vice 

President at Kitron Group and Director of Sales at Helax, Nolato and Carl 

Zeiss. Chairman of the Board at Morphic Systems, Exergy Fuel Cells, 

Dynawind, Finshyttan Hydropower, AccaGen, Dynamis, Cell Impact, 

Scanwind, Hellbio, Kitron Flen, Kitron Development and Aerodyn. Member 

of the Board at Innovativ Vision, Nordic New Energy and Kitron 

Microelectronics.

200Jonas Wallmander Executive VP 2017 1 0.00%

COO at Cleanergy, VP Projects at Cleanergy, Process and Technology 

Manager at REC Solar, Production Manager at REC Solar, Process 

Specialist at REC Solar.

0Fredrik Wäppling CFO 2020 9 0.01%

Group CFO at Nordrest. Interim Treasury Advisor at NREP. Interim CFO at 

Allgon Group. Interim Treasury Advisor at Mycronic. IPO Project Manager at 

iZettle. Treasury Advisor at Preem AB. Interim Treasury Advisor Manager at 

Oscar Properties. 
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The board is led by the rather long-tenured chairman of the board Bo Dankis, who has served 

since 2011. The board seems to have a wide variety of experience from different sectors 

such as industrials, politics, and the financial sector. However, we cannot find much 

experience from the energy or renewable energy sector among the board members. We note 

that the board has participated in the company's option program and hold significant 

amounts of options. 

 

 

  

Board of Directors

Name Position
In position 

since

Holdings 

(t) shares

% of 

equity

Share 

warrants (t)
Experience

Total 19970 21.8% 2203

Source: Azelio, Holdings as of 2020-03-31

Board assignments: Strax AB (Chairman), Rabbalshede Kraft AB 

(Chairman), Landsort Care AB 2-4 (Chairman), ECODC AB, Polaris A/S, 

Prior & Nilsson Kapitalförvaltning. Previously Partner at Vinge lawfirm. 

300+50Bertil Villard Board member 2010 950 1.04%

Pär Nuder Board member 2012 708 0.77%

Minister of Finance, Minister of Policy Coordination, Chief of Staff and State 

Secretary to the Prime Minister, Sweden. Chairman of AP3, Skistar AB, 

AMF Pension AB. Board member of Fabege, Swedegas AB, IP-Only

303

Kent Janér Board member 2016 17770 19.37%

Chairman of the board at Frost Asset Management AB. Board member at 

Nektar Asset Management AB, Brummer & Partners AB, Blue Marlin AB, 

Eastfort Asset Management Ltd, Eastfort Dynamic Master Fund and 

Eastfort Dynamic Feeder Fund.

0

Sigrun Hjelmquist Board member 2019 10 0.01%

Chairman of Addnode Group AB, Fouriertransform AB, Almi Invest Östra 

Mellansverige AB, Almi Invest Stockholm AB, C2Sat AB. Member of the 

boards of Sandvik AB, Handelsbanken AB, EON Sverige AB, RAE Systems 

Inc, Atea ASA etc. CEO Ericsson Components AB, Investment Manager 

BrainHeart Capital KB.

60

Hicham Bouzekri Board member 2018 0 0.00%

Microelectronicsindustrial process engineer, SGS-Thomson, Casablanca, 

Founder of STMicroelectronics’ Rabat Integrated Circuit Design center. 

Management positions within STM and ST-Ericsson. Senior member, IEEE. 

CEO, Mascir, Morocco

300

Mattias Bergman Board member 2017 35 0.04%

Senior Advisor at NEVS after 5 years as being the President of the 

Company, M&A manager for the acquisition of Saab Automobile, helped the 

owner New Modern Energy Holding, Vice president of Springtime, different 

leading roles in the Swedish Trade Council, Electrolux, Board member in 

different industries.

600

Bo Dankis Chairman 2011 497 0.54%

Chairman of the board at Gadelius Holding, Business Sweden and 

Perstorp. Board member at Gunnebo AB and ASSA ABLOY AB. CEO 

Perstorp and ASSA ABLOY AB. Country manager ABB Japan. 

940
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Owners 
The company is mainly controlled by the investment company of the board member Kent 

Janér, Blue Marlin AB, which owns around 19 % of the company. The ownership structure is 

otherwise dominated by a number of larger private investors, including the Lundin-family 

owned Back in Black Capital and Ilija Batljan, accompanied by institutional-grade investors as 

Alfred berg fonder and Byggmästare AJ Ahlström.  

 

We believe the current ownership base is well informed regarding the additional capital need 

going forward and is prepared to invest more if needed. We further believe that the share and 

the ownership structure would do well by increasing institutional ownership.  

 

We argue that the company ticks several institutional requirements when the solution is 

verified, the remaining capital need is covered, and sales start to pick up the pace. Azelio is 

also likely to be highly interesting from an ESG-perspective, which we have seen several listed 

companies to be rewarded for with high premiums.  

 

  

Top 10 shareholders

Owner Capital Votes Value (SEKm)

Kent Janér 19% 19% 203

Back in Black Capital Ltd 7% 7% 74

Ilija Batljan 4% 4% 38

Jim O'Neill 3% 3% 35

Byggmästare Anders J Ahlström 3% 3% 28

Alfred Berg Fonder 2% 2% 26

Johan Thorell 1% 1% 12

Anders Rudengren 1% 1% 11

Bertil Villard 1% 1% 11

Alarik Förvaltning AB 1% 1% 10

Total 43% 43% 448

Source: Azelio, Holdings as of 2020-03-31
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The market for renewable energy 
The global market for renewable energy sources is one of the world's largest emerging 

trends. The overall market for renewable is expected to grow about 80% until 2040, driven by 

several aspects as wind and solar being more price competitive vs nuclear and fossil fuels, 

population growth, environmental awareness fueled by governmental policies. Below we 

address the overall market briefly.  

 

The global population growth drives the need for electricity 

More than 1 billion people today lack access to electricity, and more than two billion people 

lack access to stable electricity grids. The global electricity demand is expected to grow with 

80% between 2018-2040. To meet the need, research estimates required investments of 14.5 

trillion USD.  

 

A relatively small share of renewables today… 

The estimated share of renewables in global electricity generation was around 26% by the 

end of 2018. 5 

 

…but high expectations on solid growth going forward 

Research done by the International Energy Agency (IEA) expects renewables to reach a 60% 

share by 2040 in a sustainable development scenario.6 

 

Increased environmental awareness 

In recent years, an increased focus has been put towards pollution and global warming. 

There are countless initiatives on the governmental level focusing on the subject, which 

positively affects the renewable energy sector. To name the most interesting, we regard The 

Paris Agreement on climate change which included 195 signing countries. Further we see, 

UN's Sustainable Development Goals for 2030, where one of the main objective are to secure 

reliable and affordable electricity for all.  

 

The price does matter  

Renewable alternatives have become highly competitive due to technological advancements 

and reduced production costs, which have improved the cost-calculation for renewable 

energy sources. By the end of 2018, electricity generated from new wind and solar 

photovoltaics (PV) plants had become more economical (lower or equal LCOE) than power 

from fossil fuel-fired plants in many places. 

 
5 https://www.ren21.net/gsr-2019/chapters/chapter_01/chapter_01/#target_3 
6 https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-electricity-generation-mix-by-scenario-2018-stated-policies-and-
sustainable-development-scenarios-2040 

Electricity generation by fuel 2018-2040 (in sustainable developement scenario)

Source: IEA
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https://www.ren21.net/gsr-2019/chapters/chapter_01/chapter_01/#target_3
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-electricity-generation-mix-by-scenario-2018-stated-policies-and-sustainable-development-scenarios-2040
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-electricity-generation-mix-by-scenario-2018-stated-policies-and-sustainable-development-scenarios-2040
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Covid-19 effects on the global renewable energy market 

IEA recently posted a new update regarding the industry outlook for 2020-2021, and we have 

listed some highlights below. 7  

 

• The Covid-19 crisis is hurting – but not halting – global growth in renewable power 

capacity. The number of new renewable power installations worldwide is set to fall 

this year as a result of the unprecedented Covid-19 crisis, marking the first annual 

decline in 20 years. 

 

• Global energy demand declined by 3.8% in the first quarter of 2020, with most of the 

impact felt in March as confinement measures were enforced in Europe, North 

America, and elsewhere. Renewable energy has so far been the energy source most 

resilient to Covid‑19 lockdown measures. 

• In 2020, the IEA forecasts net additions of renewable electricity capacity to decline 

by 13% compared with 2019. The decline reflects delays in construction activity due 

to supply chain disruption, lockdown measures, and social‑distancing guidelines, 

and emerging financing challenges.  

 

• In 2021, renewables are expected to show their resilience – the majority of the 

delayed projects are expected to come online, leading to a rebound in new 

installations. 

 

• The impact of Covid-19 on renewable electricity technologies with long lead times, 

such as hydropower, offshore wind, CSP, and geothermal, remains limited. 

  

 
7 https://www.iea.org/reports/renewable-energy-market-update 

https://www.iea.org/reports/renewable-energy-market-update
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The market for energy storage solutions 

The challenge with renewable electricity  
The renewable sector has grown rapidly in recent years in conjunction with the technology 

advancements, improving the cost-efficiency in relation to other sources such as fossil fuels. 

The difference between the energy sources is that the generation from renewable sources 

such as solar and wind power is intermittent and requires sun and wind, compared to 

baseload power (fossil fuels) that generates continuously or on-demand throughout the day.  

 

 

It is obvious that the emerging growth and trends towards an increased share of renewable 

electricity demand storage solutions in both on and off-grid markets. Visible below is the so-

called Duck-Curve showing the deviation of production vs. usage during a day in California. 

As visible below, solar power generates more electricity than being used during the mid-day 

(which may even result in negative electricity prices) while the consumption peaks during 

evening hours when solar is not generating.  

 

 

 

 

Share of net electricity generation, %

Source: U.S Energy Information Administration, International Energy Outlook 2019, September 2019 (controlled 11 

November 2019).

Power load of intermittent sources (MW)

Source: California Independet System Operator, www.caiso.com 

(controlled 11 November 2019).
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The market for energy storage 

For a long time, energy storage has been used for several purposes as i) support the overall 

reliability of the electricity grid ii) to help defer or avoid investments in other Infrastructure iii) 

provide back-up energy during power outages or at times of system stress iiii) support off-

grid systems and facilitate energy access for underserved populations. The need for energy 

storage has become increasingly important with the growth of renewable energy 

technologies with intermittent production.  

 

• Strong market outlook 

Energy storage installations will grow exponentially from 9GWs deployed as of 2018 

to 1,095GW (~120x) by 2040, according to Bloomberg's Energy storage outlook. The 

estimated market size in terms of value between researchers differs but is expected 

at around 620-1100bn USD by 2040.8 Azelio has previously estimated that TAM for 

only CSP connected storage (which was the initial focus) amounted to around 

16GW (1.2m units) in targeted Morocco, Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia, and Saudi Arabia.  

 

• Decreased costs expected to continue  

Falling costs and new deployment incentives are fueling record investments in 

energy storage. Depending on the application, there is a 74% decline in costs since 

2013 and these are projected to continue to decline at a steady 8% per year through 

the mid-2020s.9 IRENA predicts that the cost of energy storage will, on average, be 

cut by more than 50% between 2016-2030. Going forward, we expect this to put 

price pressure on Azelios, as well as other comparable solutions.  

 

• Government policies fuels continued growth 

Several countries have taken actions towards investments into grid-supporting 

energy storage solutions. For example, the USA has introduced a 30% tax reduction 

to support commercial, residential and large-scale projects.  

 

• Growing demand for off-grid solutions  

Even though an additional ~100 million people get access to electricity every year, 

the demand for off-grid solutions is growing. One reason behind the increased 

demand for off-grid solutions is the cost of expanding the central grid into remote 

areas, which is not cost-efficient. Another factor is the need of a reliable electricity 

source with solid performance, where mini and micro grids are used as support to a 

poor or unstable grid. The strong growth in populations with a high proportion of off-

grid systems/unreliable electricity has also for example outnumbered the population 

connected to a stable grid between 2010-2017.  

 
8 https://highviewpower.com/benefits/ 
9https://www.worldenergy.org/assets/downloads/ESM_Final_Report_05-Nov-2019.pdf 

As visible in the table, 
new storage 
deployments in total 
GWs have grown 
nicely even if it's from 
lower levels that we 
will see going 
forward. 

Annual storage deployment, all technologies (GW)

Source: IEA
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Below we list a few storage examples with different characteristics  

• The adoption of short-term energy storage technologies is mainly increasing in 

developed countries.10 An example of this is one of the world's largest BESS 

installments at Hornsdale power reserve in Australia of 100MW attached to a wind 

farm. The installment is used for peak shaving with many cycles throughout the day, 

visible here.  

• Hawaii's largest renewable tender to date includes nearly 3GWh of storage capacity. 

The storage will provide load shifting and fast-frequency response services to 

Hawaiian Electric, enhancing grid reliability and accelerating the integration of 

readily available renewable energy.11 12 

• Another example is the asset producer Neoen currently building a 30MWh battery 

energy storage (BESS) to a wind farm. The project is also grid-connected.13 

• In Colorado, Xcel Energy is retiring 660MW of coal to be replaced with 1800MW of 

solar and wind renewables, combined with a 275MW battery storage (attached to 

PV)14  

 

Pumped hydro and Lithium-ion dominant in recent years 

 

Today the installed storage capacity 

worldwide by GW is dominated by pumped 

hydro. This is explained by its large scale, 

and the long time it has been a cost-

efficient solution. If looking at the new 

installed capacity excluding pumped hydro, 

Lithium-ion batteries are dominant, which 

in recent years have been increasingly 

popular also in utility-scale projects. In the 

next chapter, we address the different 

storage solutions.  

 
  

 
10 https://www.worldenergy.org/assets/downloads/ESM_Final_Report_05-Nov-2019.pdf 
11 https://www.pv-tech.org/news/hawaiis-renewable-tender-to-deliver-major-solar-and-storage-push 
12 https://www.pv-tech.org/news/hawaii-reveals-full-winner-list-of-largest-renewable-tender-in-states-histo 
13 https://www.energy-storage.news/news/neoen-building-30mw-bess-to-support-finlands-wind-energy-growth 
14 https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/xcel-retire-coal-renewable-energy-storage 

If excluding pumped 
hydro from the 
comparison, Lithium-ion 
battery storage 
continued to be the 
most widely used, 
making up nearly 85% of 
all new capacity 
installed in recent years. 
 

Globally installed storage capacity (GW) 2017

Source: International renewable Energy Ageny, Azelio prospectus

Technology mix in storage installations excluding pumped hydro, 2011-2016

Source: IEA

Source: IEA
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https://hornsdalepowerreserve.com.au/
https://www.worldenergy.org/assets/downloads/ESM_Final_Report_05-Nov-2019.pdf
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/hawaiis-renewable-tender-to-deliver-major-solar-and-storage-push
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/hawaii-reveals-full-winner-list-of-largest-renewable-tender-in-states-histo
https://www.energy-storage.news/news/neoen-building-30mw-bess-to-support-finlands-wind-energy-growth
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/xcel-retire-coal-renewable-energy-storage
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Competition 
There are a several different technologies available for storing energy as Pumped Hydro, 

Hydrogen, Thermal, Electrochemical and Mechanical. Below we address the most relevant 

briefly followed by a comparison to Azelios solution from different perspectives. 

 

We believe the competition for Azelio in the next years is limited. This is due to i) the storage 

characteristics limits different techniques to specific areas, sizes and the in/output ii) further 

as the market is expected to grow exponentially, we believe there will be room for several 

different techniques for different purposes where a key parameter is cost-effectiveness. In 

general, the most cost-efficient solution will be the one used in each specific use case. 

Furthermore, there are several aspects taken into account when estimating the system's 

overall efficiency. Amongst them are the total storage capacity needed, the location and 

on/off-grid connection, and charge/discharge frequency and cycles. The table below 

discloses EESI generalized comparison of storage solution; we will discuss them briefly 

below, followed by an introduction to each technique. 15  

 

 

In Azelio's case, the focus will initially be towards projects up to 20MW, while in a second 

phase up two 100MW at mini or -off-grids where the storage capacity need is in the range of 

4-13hrs. Above 13hrs of storage, Azelio's solution offered today is not commercially efficient 

even if possible. Historically generators run by fossil fuels like gas and diesel have been used 

as the primary solution to poor or no access to a reliable grid. In recent times, alternatives 

have emerged, such as renewable sources in combination.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
15 https://www.eesi.org/papers/view/energy-storage-2019 
 

Technologies; performance characteristics

CAES is Compressed Air Energy Storage; 

LAES is Liquid Air Energy Storage; 

PtG H2 is power to gas, with hydrogen

PtG SNG is power to gas, with Synthetic Natural Gas.

Source: PwC, 2015, following Sterner et al. 2014 

https://www.eesi.org/papers/view/energy-storage-2019
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As most of the solutions have different characteristics and are more or less suitable for a 

specific use-case, a head-to-head comparison makes no real sense. Anyhow, we have 

selected a few techniques we regard to be more competitive than others. Amongst them, we 

see; Liquified air storage (LAES) and Flow batteries.  

 

A brief comparison to batteries  

Anyhow, Azelio's solution differentiates to batteries mainly by the storage time, where 

batteries are used for solar PV with 4 hours storage compared to possible storage of 13hrs in 

Azelio's case. As a consequence, the batteries installed today are, as we see, mainly grid-

connected utility-scale plants above 100MW, which the main purpose is to increase the load 

stability (as the Hawaii example referred to in the market section). The ~4-hour storage is 

mainly within Lithium-ion batteries, while flow batteries can offer longer storage time and an 

increased lifetime. We thereby see flow batteries as competition and know that Masen is 

currently testing these next to Azelio's solution in Ouarzazate.  

 

A brief comparison to Liquified air storage 

The main player within Liquified air storage today is Highview, but they rather target 

installations between 10MW-200MW+ to a high degree competes with Azelio on installations, 

and they market that there are none geographical constraints, we view them as a competitor. 

If Highview's numbers of standalone efficiency further reach 60% and can be stored cheap in 

the same conditions as Azelio's systems reach 29%, it could be a tough competitor. Anyhow, 

it’s the combined cost of storage and the efficiency to output which can assess the 

competitiveness. Highview has reported to reach an LCOS of USD 140/MWh in a 10h output 

installation of 200MW (and outside of Azelio’s target area). We discuss the competitor further 

below. 16 

Pumped hydro storage 
Pumped hydroelectric storage facilities store energy in the form of water in an upper 

reservoir, pumped from another reservoir at a lower elevation. During periods of high 

electricity demand, power is generated by releasing the stored water through turbines in the 

same manner as a conventional hydropower station.17 Pumped hydro storage provides 

stable baseload power and has the greatest nominal storage output in the world. Its further 

the best solution for longer storage with a few hours up to days.  

Compared to Azelio's solution, pumped hydro storage is mainly used on a larger scale, as it 

requires both large amounts of water and reservoirs for pumping. Its further good for longer 

storage periods as days/weeks or even months. It is further not that competitive in several of 

Azelio's target markets, where water often is scarce and there are simply no hydro power 

plants.  

 
16 https://www.highviewpower.com/news_announcement/highview-power-unveils-cryobattery-worlds-first-giga-scale-
cryogenic-battery/ 
17 https://energystorage.org/why-energy-storage/technologies/pumped-hydropower/ 

Energy storage comparison

Max power 

rating (MW)

Discharge 

time

Max cycles or 

lifetime

Energy density 

(watt-hour per liter)
Efficiency

Pumped Hydro 3000 4-16h 30-60 years 0.2-2 70-85%

Compressed air 1000 2-30h 20-40 years 2-6 40-70%

Molten salt (thermal) 150 hours 30 years 70-120 80-90%

Li-ion battery 100 1min - 8h 1000-10,000 200-400 85-95%

Lead-acid battery 100 1min - 8h 6-40 years 50-80 80-90%

Flow battery 100 hours 12,000-14,000 20-70 60-85%

Hydrogen 100 mins-week 5-30 years 600 at 200bar 25-45%

Flywheel 20 secs-mins 20,000-100,000 20-80 70-95%

Source: The World Energy Council

https://www.highviewpower.com/news_announcement/highview-power-unveils-cryobattery-worlds-first-giga-scale-cryogenic-battery/
https://www.highviewpower.com/news_announcement/highview-power-unveils-cryobattery-worlds-first-giga-scale-cryogenic-battery/
https://energystorage.org/why-energy-storage/technologies/pumped-hydropower/
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Liquid air energy storage (LAES) 
The technology stores energy by cooling air into liquid at around -196 C. When the energy is 

needed, the liquid is expanded in a turbine to produce electricity. Azelio names Highview 

power as the main player within this technology. Liquid air energy storage systems are 

designed for large output capacity production, i.e., from around 10MW up to hundreds of 

MWs.  

 

Required on a rather large scale and competes in the segment somewhere in-between 

Azelios solution and, for example, pumped hydro storage. Further, the technique is mostly 

grid scaled and not as easily implemented on a smaller scale. Some research also shows a 

rather low degree of efficiency of the method around 20-25% while if utilizing residual heat 

reaching 50-60%.18 While Highview mentioned above, communicates on its webpage to reach 

60% efficiency in a standalone configuration and by using residual heat/cold, reaching almost 

70% efficiency.  

 

As the main player within LAES, Highview is a relatively new player in the industry with a pilot 

plant of 350kW for verification between 2011-2014 and is in the commercial phase. The 

company has another 5MW grid-scale installation operating in Pilsworth Manchester, which 

was operational by 2018.  

 

Molten salt 
The most commonly used TES storages today is Molten salt. "Cold salt is pumped up to the 

top of the tower at the central receiver, where it gets heated up. The liquid salt is carried back 

to the hot storage tank, where it is stored at around 565ºC. Salt from the hot storage tank is 

transferred to the heat exchanger through pipes and condensed to form steam. This steam is 

used to run the turbine and produce electricity."19 

 

The Noor II (200MW dry cooling CSP) and Noor III (150MW dry cooling CSP tower) plants 

have a molten salt storage capacity of seven hours each, while Noor I (160MW CSP) has a 

molten salt storage capacity of three hours.20 Besides the Noor park in Morocco, another 

example is the 20MW Gemasolar CSP plant in Spain with 15 hours of molten salt storage 

(partly owned by Masdar). To get a picture of the size, the two tanks used for storing the salt 

measures 23m in diameter with a height of 14m. 21 

 

According to Azelio, the standard technological solution using molten salt as a storage 

medium and a steam turbine for electricity generation is less efficient and also requires 

larger-scale projects to achieve economies of scale. The capacity of the projects has to be at 

least 100 MW to be competitive. As far as we can tell, most competitors are at an early, pre-

commercial stage in their CSP operations and currently working on different verification 

projects. 

 

Azelio highlights two companies as their primary competitors - Vast Solar and 247 Solar. Vast 

Solar uses a rather conventional CSP solution based on molten salt and a steam turbine. As 

noted above, this requires greater plant size to achieve economies of scale, and thus they 

should not be a head-on competitor for Azelio in the short term. Vast Solar is currently in the 

process of developing its first commercial CSP project. 

 

 
18 https://kth.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1216213/FULLTEXT01.pdf 
19 https://www.power-technology.com/projects/gemasolar-concentrated-solar-power/ 
20 http://www.masen.ma/index.php/en/projects 
21 https://www.power-technology.com/projects/gemasolar-concentrated-solar-power/ 

https://kth.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1216213/FULLTEXT01.pdf
https://www.power-technology.com/projects/gemasolar-concentrated-solar-power/
http://www.masen.ma/index.php/en/projects
https://www.power-technology.com/projects/gemasolar-concentrated-solar-power/
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247 Solar, on the other hand, addresses the same niche of smaller-sized solar plants as 

Azelio does but has developed a slightly different technological solution. They use ceramics 

as a medium for energy storage, and a micro gas turbine is used to convert the energy into 

electricity. Azelio assesses the solution to be less efficient and more costly due to more 

energy losses during storage and also higher material costs, given the higher temperatures 

used. 

 

To be efficient, the molten salt storage generally stores the heat for a few hours while also 

has degeneration, i.e., the need to add salt to keep the same capacity. The storage is also 

requiring to be used on a rather large scale and at CSP plants. Compared to Azelio's solution, 

where most of the work is put towards PV-projects at this point.  

Flow batteries 
Flow batteries are a relatively new alternative to lithium-ion batteries. Compared to Li-ion, they 

are less popular and make up less than five percent of the battery market. Flow batteries 

have been used in multiple energy storage projects that require longer energy storage 

durations. They have relatively low energy densities but also longer life cycles than Lithium-

ion, which makes them well-suited for supplying continuous power. The Avista utility plant in 

Washington state, for instance, uses flow battery storage for load shifting and frequency 

regulation.22 Research states that the relatively new concept of flow batteries needs to 

establish a track record with several use cases, performing successful ROIs before the 

technique will gain additional market share. 23 From our site visit of Azelio's verification 

project in Ouarzazate, we also noted that Sumitomo Electric is running tests with Masen on 

its Redox Flow battery project  24 

 

• Longer lifetime and low degradation compared to lithium-ion batteries 

• Higher cost and CAPEX-investment than Li-ion 

  

 
22 https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Largest-Capacity-Flow-Battery-in-North-America-and-EU-is-Online-
and-Commiss 
23 https://global-sei.com/products/redox/pdf/Redox_Flow_Battery.pdf 
24 https://global-sei.com/products/redox/ 

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Largest-Capacity-Flow-Battery-in-North-America-and-EU-is-Online-and-Commiss
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Largest-Capacity-Flow-Battery-in-North-America-and-EU-is-Online-and-Commiss
https://global-sei.com/products/redox/pdf/Redox_Flow_Battery.pdf
https://global-sei.com/products/redox/
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Lithium-ion batteries 
Lithium-ion batteries are the most popular battery storage option today, representing more 

than 90 percent of the global grid-scale battery storage market. Compared to other battery 

options, lithium-ion batteries have high energy density and are lightweight. One main 

advantage of batteries is the short response time, which is one reason for them being used 

for peak shaving and in case of power outages. On the downside, they have a fast 

degradation and have to be replaced more frequently and have further a relatively low energy 

density. The long-term cost of supplying grid electricity from today's lithium-ion batteries 

have been declining in recent years, increasing its cost competitiveness for ex—natural-gas-

fired power plants across a number of key energy markets.  

 

According to studies made by Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) on more 7000 projects 

worldwide, LCOE for lithium-ion batteries has fallen by 35%, to $187 per megawatt-hour 

between Q1'18 to Q1'19. If increasing the timespan even further, the LCOE for lithium-ion 

batteries has dropped by 76% since 2012. According to the BNEF report, "Meeting the peaks 

has previously been the preserve of technologies such as open-cycle gas turbines and 

reciprocating gas engines, but these are now facing competition from batteries with anything 

from one to four hours of energy storage." 25 

 

BNEF's LCOE analysis is based on information on real projects, starting construction and 

proprietary pricing information from suppliers. Its database covers nearly 7,000 projects 

across 20 technologies (including the various types of coal, gas and nuclear generation as 

well as renewables), situated in 46 countries around the world. 

 

In fact, the LCOE for multi-hour lithium-ion batteries are starting to compete with coal- and 

gas-fired generation for the provision of 'dispatchable power' that can be delivered whenever 

the grid needs it. At the same time, it's worth noting that the current trends in pricing for 

lithium-ion batteries, what they actually cost today, have been mixed. While continuing 

technology improvements and increasing scale of manufacturing have continued to push 

down prices, these have been somewhat counterbalanced in the past year or so by a 

bottleneck in available supply, driven by a boom in demand from big projects in the U.S. and 

South Korea. In the next chapter, we compare the storage solution in relation to Azelios. 

Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) 
Compressed air storage operates by pumping air into an underground hole, most likely a 

cavern, during off-peak hours. When energy is needed, the air from the underground cave is 

released back up into the facility, where it is heated, and the resulting expansion turns an 

electricity generator. CAES often reaches efficiency between 42-55%, and the low efficiency is 

mainly since air heats up during compression. CAES can, however, achieve up to 70% energy 

efficiency when the heat from the air pressure is retained. According to EESI, there are only 

two operating CAES facilities: one in McIntosh, Alabama of 110MW, and one in Huntorf, 

Germany. A third 317MW CAES plant is under construction in Anderson County, Texas.26 The 

solution itself is not modular as it requires to be placed underground in a rather large scale to 

be efficient, we believe its more comparable as a currently losing competitor to Pumped 

hydro.  

 

 

 

 
25 https://about.bnef.com/blog/battery-powers-latest-plunge-costs-threatens-coal-gas/ 
26 https://www.eesi.org/papers/view/energy-storage-2019 

https://about.bnef.com/blog/battery-powers-latest-plunge-costs-threatens-coal-gas/
https://www.eesi.org/papers/view/energy-storage-2019
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Hydrogen 
Another solution is hydrogen fuel cells, which generate electricity by combining hydrogen and 

oxygen. The advantage of hydrogen fuel cells is especially appealing for vehicles as they have 

a high energy density, are reliable and quiet, small footprint with no emissions other than 

water. Fuel cell facilities can reverse the process by producing hydrogen when electricity is 

cheap for use to generate electricity when it is needed. The price is further relatively high, 

which, combined with low electricity-storage-electricity efficiency of 25-45% compared to 

other technologies, makes it no major competitor to Azelio. This means its better in use for 

vehicles as for example, PowerCell is currently working with. 

Flywheels 
Flywheels are suitable for short-term energy storage and are very effective for load-leveling 

and load-shifting applications. Flywheels are known for their long-life cycle, high-energy-

density, low maintenance costs, and quick response speeds. The Motors store energy into 

flywheels by accelerating their spins to very high rates and then use that stored kinetic energy 

to generate electricity by going into reverse. The Stephentown Spindle in Stephentown, New 

York, unveiled in 2011 with an energy capacity of 20 MW, was the first commercial use of 

flywheel technology to regulate the grid in the United States.   

 

• Due to the characteristics of the flywheel with short-term storage, we do not 

consider it to be a competitor to Azelio.  
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Cost-effectiveness 
Azelio has accumulated more than 2 million hours with its Stirling engine and is convinced of 

its solutions cost-effectiveness. With the current information available, Azelio has provided 

several calculations based on their projections to estimate the system's Levelized Cost of 

Energy (LCOE) and the Levelized Cost of Storage.  

Levelized cost of energy (LCOE) 
LCOE is a method of estimating the life-cycle cost of an energy source per unit of energy 

generated over its useful life. Within Azelio's market segment for around-the-clock electricity 

production, Azelio's system shows a lower LCOE compared to competing energy solutions.  

 

We would like to highlight the importance of proving that Azelio's solution is cost-effective, 

which will be the main point potential customers will look at when comparing different offers. 

Below we post Azelio's projected LCOE calculations27, which we think looks credible based on 

the information we have at this point. The company is currently working towards real 

conditions verification of the data.   

 

Azelio estimates that its 

LCOE on 13MWh of storage 

to be substantially cheaper 

(>50%) than diesel gen-sets 

and further around 30% 

cheaper than Li-ion storage 

at launch in 2021.  

 

If it's accurate and aligns 

with data from real-life 

conditions, the solution to us 

looks very competitive. It is 

even increasingly 

competitive if the residual 

heat will be utilized, which in 

this calculation is excluded. 

 

This calculation is based on a customer with a 24/7 need of 5 MW electricity, an exchange 

rate of EUR/SEK 10.7, a projected lifetime of 30 years and a discount rate of 4.5%. The 

installation size is industrial or commercial grade. Azelio estimated LCOE for Li-ion of EUR 

135MWh while EUR 225MWh for diesel gensets.  

 

As we described above, the LCOE cost for Li-ion batteries has declined around 35% in the last 

year, and more than 75% since 2012. There is, of course, a risk that the decline will continue 

as more money is invested into improvements. Different researchers are anyhow not aligned 

on its future LCOE-development. On the one hand, the demand is expected to grow very 

rapidly, which some expect will mitigate any major LCOE reductions in the years to come, 

which is seen as a rush to, for example, battery-driven vehicles.  

 

On the other side, some researchers expect the LCOE-costs to continue its decline through 

increased manufacturing-efficiency, finding alternatives to scarce electrode materials, and 

research within self-healing mechanisms to improve battery life. Azelio does anyway expect 

to lower its prices when entering into volume production. Azelio expect a decrease of the 

 
27 View Azelio’s calculation on page 40, in the latest company prospectus. 

Estimated LCOE comparison for 2021

Source: Azelio estimate

https://www.azelio.com/files/disclaimer_2019/Azelio_AB_publ_Prospectus_4_December_2019.pdf
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LCOE-cost with around 30% for its end-users, when we compare estimated 2021 levels 

around EUR 93MWh to 2025 around EUR 64MWh. Comparing Azelio’s predicted 2025-LCOE 

cost of EUR 64MWh with the current Li-ion LCOE of around 140MWh, Li-ion must decrease its 

LCOE by around 50% in the next 5 years to get cheaper, which we don’t see as likely.    

In the table below, we specify the details of Azelios LCOE estimates discussed on the 

previous page.   

 

 

  

2021 LCOE

SEK/MWh EUR/MWh

Levelised capital cost Azelio's System 431 40

Levelised capital cost photovoltaics 350 33

Fixed operation and maintenance costs; 214 20

   Spare parts incl. Service materials 88 8

   Insurance, permits, and other 39 4

   Operating costs (personnel, electricity, etc) 13 1

   Operation and maintenance costs photovoltaics 74 7

Total 995 93

Source: Azelio estimate

2025 LCOE

SEK/MWh EUR/MWh

Levelised capital cost Azelio's System 304 27

Levelised capital cost photovoltaics 253 24

Fixed operation and maintenance costs; 142 13

   Spare parts incl. Service materials 48 4

   Insurance, permits, and other 30 3

   Operating costs (personnel, electricity, etc) 9 1

   Operation and maintenance costs photovoltaics 55 5

Total 699 64

Source: Azelio estimate
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Levelized cost of storage (LCOS) 
To further indicate the competitiveness of the solution, Azelios has made predictions 

regarding the Levelized cost of storage (LCOS). LCOS quantifies the discounted cost per unit 

of discharged electricity for specific storage technology and application. The metric, 

therefore, accounts for all technical and economic parameters affecting the lifetime cost of 

discharging stored electricity. As for example, the calculation takes operation costs, 

discharge electricity, system lifetime, and also the financing of the project.  It is directly 

comparable to the Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for generating technologies and 

represents an appropriate tool for a cost comparison of electricity storage technologies.  

 

 

Azelio has estimated its LCOS to be significantly cheaper than a Li-ion storage, around 50% 

cheaper if charging is done at the cost of zero, or around 30% cheaper if charging would cost 

EUR 20MWh.   

 

 

LCOS in comparison to other technologies 

From what we have found yet. There are no external LCOS-estimates for a solution fully 

comparable to Azelio's. Several external researchers confirm that PV+Battery storage 

provides the lowest LCOS in grid-connected Utility-scale at 80-100MW or above, In that size, 

Lazard for example, has estimated a Li-ion system range of USD 108-140 MWh, while a 

PV+Battery installation behind-the-meter in Commercial & Industrial of 20MW would range 

between USD 315-366 MWh.28 Of course, these numbers are not fully comparable as there 

are different datasets, but they give a hint of the projected cost and show that Li-ion storage 

has its strength in a utility-scale grid-connect installation rather than commercial or industrial 

behind-the-meter.   

 

The LAES-competitor Highview we mentioned earlier has announced an LCOS of $140/MWh 

for a 10hour 200MW system. They could absolutely provide competition for Azelios, but as of 

now, they seem more focused on a few larger installations where their solution most likely is 

more competitive. 29 

 

 

 

 

 

 
28 https://www.lazard.com/media/450774/lazards-levelized-cost-of-storage-version-40-vfinal.pdf 
29 https://www.highviewpower.com/news_announcement/highview-power-unveils-cryobattery-worlds-first-giga-scale-
cryogenic-battery/ 

Estimated LCOS: Azelio's TES vs Lithium-ion battery at 13hrs of storage

Source: Azelio estimate

https://www.lazard.com/media/450774/lazards-levelized-cost-of-storage-version-40-vfinal.pdf
https://www.highviewpower.com/news_announcement/highview-power-unveils-cryobattery-worlds-first-giga-scale-cryogenic-battery/
https://www.highviewpower.com/news_announcement/highview-power-unveils-cryobattery-worlds-first-giga-scale-cryogenic-battery/
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Azelio's estimated LCOS calculation is based on the following assumptions.  

 

Customer use-cases compared to Diesel gensets 
In the 2019 rights issue prospectus, Azelio has disclosed two customer use cases where its 

solution should be beneficial. For starters is a power grid operator with a small local grid, 

running a 30MW PV plant, which is combined with a 5MW Azelio storage (i.e. 385 units).  

 

The projected payback time for the operator is five years or annual savings of around EUR 

7.7m with a diesel price of EUR 0.8/litre. The Diesel cost makes up for around 95% of the 

operator's costs when running on diesel gen-sets, which makes the calculation very sensitive 

to what diesel price is estimated. A diesel price of 0.6/litre would indicate a payback time of 

around 7 years, while a diesel price of 0.4/litre would indicate about 11 years.  

 

In the table below we specify the details: 

 

The second example is a mine that can utilize both the electricity produced and also the 

residual heat. The customer is currently running on diesel gensets but is looking into 

investing in a 30MW PV installation, and combining it with a 5MW storage from Azelio. Azelio 

has then indicated that utilizing the residual heat would lead to an annual saving of around 

EUR 10.2m, giving a payback time of 4 years. In the table below we specify the details: 

2021 LCOS

Azelio Lithium ion storage

CAPEX (EUR per installed kWh) 372 294

OPEX (EUR per installed kWh per year) 8 4

Discharge dept 100% 80%

Annual degradation 0% 5%

Replacement frequenzy N/A Every four years

Replacement cost N/A 40% of CAPEX

Total electricity efficiency Approx. 30% Approx. 75%

Source: Azelio estimate

Customer example - power grid operator with a small local grid

Diesel Azelio+PV

Annual production capacity (5MW plants with 

78% capacity factor) 33,960 MWh 33,960 MWh

Fuel cost (Diesel, EUR 0.8/litre) 8,150,400 -

Production cost (excluding fuel cost) 307,862 697,000

Total annual cost EUR 8,458,262 697,000

Annual saving EUR - 7,761,262

Total project investment EUR - 40,734,000

Repayment period - 5 years

Source: Azelio estimate

Customer example - Mine in need of both electricy and heat

Diesel Azelio+PV

Annual production capacity (5MW plants with 

74% capacity factor) 32,620 MWh 32,620 MWh

Annual heat production 31,990 MWh 31,990 MWh

Fuel cost electricity production (Diesel, EUR 

0.8/litre) 7,828,800 -

Electricity production cost (OPEX ex. fuel costs)295,714 697,000

Fuel cost heat production (Diesel, EUR 

0.8/litre,burner 2,843,556

Total annual cost EUR 10,968,070 697,000

Annual saving EUR - 10,271,070

Total project investment EUR - 40,734,000

Repayment period 4 years

Source: Azelio
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Financial estimates 

Financial targets 
Azelio has a communicated target of reaching a long-term EBIT margin of at least 15 percent. 

We believe the margin target to be reasonable at this point, even if the time horizon is vague, 

we believe it is reasonable by assuming a solid customer value of the company’s solution and 

its ability to scale up the production efficiently. Further, Azelio has communicated production 

targets visible below. To roughly translate the production targets into sales, we have 

multiplied with a price of SEK 560 thousand for each unit and assumed the units to be fully 

delivered during the respective year; the targets translate into the following sales per year.  

 

Azelio's communicated production targets: 

2021: 1500 units, SEK 850m 

2022: 6000 units, SEK 3,400m 

2023: 17000 units, SEK 9,600m 

2024: 35000 units, SEK 19,800m  

 

As seen in the production targets above, the company has projected a very strong ramp-up in 

the coming five years. As often with pre-revenue companies, the progress in the last steps of 

commercialization takes longer than the company forecasts. Even if Azelio is well on track 

with a solid plan, we have chosen a conservative stance in our base case sales estimates in 

relation to the company’s targets. Anyhow, our bull case estimates are more in line with the 

company’s forecasts in terms of scale-up, which gives a picture of the difference. Visible in 

the table below is the currently signed MoUs compared to our sales estimates and the 

company’s production targets.  

 

  

Sales estimates compared to currently signed MoUs and Azelio's targeted production

Source: Redeye estimate, Azelio reported targets
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Financial forecasts 
Sales 

We argue that Azelio is on the brink of a substantial commercial breakthrough, based on a 

strong product offer (most importantly cost-effective) offered to a hundred-billion-dollar 

market, with limited competition within its market niche of small to medium installations 

requiring longer storage hours (>8h). The large market traction is visible in the ‘’interest 

inquiry’s’’ of SEK 170bn and up to this point, signed MoUs amounting to SEK 11.4bn.  

 

Azelio’s revenues will be derived mainly from unit sales but also partly by aftermarket sales 

as maintenance/service kits and optimization services. By looking at the company’s LCOE 

estimates, we have estimated a yearly service cost of around 1% of the initial price per unit, 

equal to around SEK 5500 per unit. We have further added another 1% on additional 

aftermarket sales, such as optimization and consultancy services, as they get more 

operational data, for example, optimizing utilization.  

 

Hence, we estimate total aftermarket sales to be around 2% yearly, of the value on the 

installed unit base. They will take on an increasingly large share of sales as the installed unit 

base grows, and we expect it to amount to ~4.4% in 2025. 

 

• In our view, Azelios production targets look rather challenging. In our Base case 

scenario, our estimates are well below the company’s production target at this 

point.  

• We estimate that Azelio will roll out its production on a large scale during H2 2021, 

reaching sales of ~450m, followed by a strong sales CAGR of 75% between 2022-

2025. 

 

Base case scenario - estimates

KPIs 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E

Estimated sales in MW 0 10 47 130 234 286

Estimated units sold 4 795 3 650 10 000 18 000 22 000

Estimated price per unit SEKm 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.53 0.51 0.48

Accumulated installed unit base 0 795 4 445 14 445 32 445 54 445

Share of aftermarket income % 0.0% 0.2% 0.9% 1.7% 3.1% 4.6%

Azelio's Targeted production capacity in units - 1 500 6 000 17 000 35 000 -

Production target; In potential sales SEKm - 840 3 360 9 044 17 689 -

Currently signed MoUs in SEKm 7 199 1 760 3 520 4 884 1 056

Currently signed MoUs in % of production capacity - 24% 52% 39% 28% -

Signed MoUs in MWs 0 5 40 80 111 24

SEKm

Net sales 2 445 2 048 5 370 9 253 10 901

Capitalisations 135 100 100 100 0 0

Other income 1 2 0 0 0 0

Total Income 138 547 2 148 5 470 9 253 10 901

COGS -2 -378 -1 596 -3 744 -6 431 -7 529

Gross profit 0 67 452 1 626 2 823 3 372

OPEX -292 -292 -331 -783 -1 393 -1 641

EBITDA -292 -225 122 843 1 430 1 731

EBIT -321 -265 72 788 1 370 1 663

EBIT inc capitalisations -186 -165 172 888 1 370 1 663

Sales growth y/y - 19775% 360% 162% 72% 18%

Gross margin 15% 15% 22% 30% 30% 30%

EBITDA margin - -51% 6% 16% 15% 16%

EBIT margin - -59% 3% 15% 15% 15%

Source: Redeye estimate
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• Azelio further capitalizes on its work in the P&L, our estimates above do not include 

capitalization except when stated so.  

• Azelio’s P&L shows bill of materials (BOM), but not Cost of Goods Sold. And we have 

not received any indications of future COGS from the company. At this point, we 

have decided to work with COGS and thereby estimating gross margins by looking 

at somewhat comparable companies within the sector. 

 

 

 

Profitability 

Initially, we estimate that the gross margins on the units to be lower before serial production 

kicks off. In a more mature state, we expect gross margins to rise with a refined production 

process and increased capacity utilization in serial production to reaching a 30% gross 

margin in 2023. We expect an annual decrease rate of ASP-per-unit with 5% between 2022-

2029 (totaling ~30%) but believe that Azelio can maintain its overall gross margin by 

optimizing production and by increasing the share of aftermarket and service kit sales.  

 

We expect the second source of income from aftermarket sales, including service and 

maintenance fees, to average around 50% in the gross margin but will grow with the installed 

base. Its positive effects on the gross margin will mitigate some effect from the price decline, 

keeping the blended gross margins on a rather stable level.  

 

As the production will be rather a labor intensive at the factory in Uddevalla, we have 

assumed that Azelio requires to add a significant amount of staff to ramp-up its production 

as expected. We have estimated an OPEX/Sales relation of around 15% in a more mature 

state around 2023-2024.  

 

Taken the above-mentioned profitability effects into consideration, we believe Azelio can 

reach breakeven in 2022, which could be interpreted as one year later that the company’s 

estimate. We further believe the company to reach its long-term EBIT target 15%, achieved in 

2023. We also estimate that the EBIT-margin can be maintained in that range throughout the 

estimated period based on its niche market position, limited competition, optimized 

production, and increased share of aftermarket sales.  

 

 

 

Base case - Financial forecast

Source: Redeye estimate, Azelio reported targets
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Tax 

We model with a tax rate of 22% and include Azelio’s unrecognized tax loss carries forwards 

amounting to SEK 0.92m, by the end of 2019 

 

Financing 

Azelio successfully raised around SEK 350m (pre-cost) in the rights issue in December 2019, 

which they expect to be sufficient for about a year, as the company invests heavily for 

commercialization. The proceeds are mainly used for personnel and industrialization work 

together with materials and production for the first system installations.  

 

The company has further announced an additional capital need for SEK 375m before they 

expect to reach breakeven. We expect the additional financing to be with a majority of equity 

in late 2020. Azelio has indicated that its additional capital need can be raised partly by debt. 

To be on the safe side, we have modeled with a full equity raise based on the belief that the 

company will require significant amounts of working capital in the initial scale-up phase of 

the production. Hence, we have estimated an issue of an additional 30m shares to raise the 

SEK 375m.  

 

As we have estimated breakeven in 2022 at first, the company might need additional capital 

on top of the additional 375m. We do believe the company will be able to solve this with debt 

financing if the pipeline is solid and solution verified. The 30m share issue currently reduces 

our base case valuation by SEK ~8 per share in a base case scenario.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

An additional 
capital need of 
SEK 375m 
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Valuation 
Our valuation outlines three scenarios, with the base case being the most likely. We also 

model bear and bull cases with corresponding key assumptions. This allows investors to 

compare our assessments with their perceptions. A wide range reflects high uncertainty. 

 

Currently, we argue for a valuation range of SEK 10-38 with a base case of SEK 25 per share. 

Key model assumptions 
Required rate of return 15% 

A central part of our valuation is the required rate of return. Redeye uses a proprietary model 

to estimate a required rate of return that reflects the company's qualities and risks based on 

several parameters. In our rating of Azelio, we estimate a WACC of 15%, which we apply 

across all three scenarios. 

 

Additional points  

• Tax rate - We model with a tax rate of 22% 

• Dilution - In our base case scenario, we model with a dilution of 30m shares 

 

 
  

Azelio: Scenario comparison - Sales and EBIT margin

Source: Redeye Research
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Base case scenario 
Our main assumptions and estimates in a base case scenario are described in the financial 

forecast section above. 

 

We argue that Azelio, with a strong value proposition offered to a very large market, is well-

positioned for significant sales growth. We estimate sales (CAGR) of 75% in 2022-2025, 

followed by 4% in 2025-2029. The growth will be driven by several factors, such as heavy 

investments into microgrids, projected investments of more than a hundred billion USD to 

connect ~500 million people into microgrids that today lack access to electricity.  

Heavy investments are further projected into grid stability measures as another 2 billion 

people lack access to a stable grid, where an increased share of renewable electricity 

generation further increases the need.  

 

Our base case sees Azelio establishing a small niche position (providing installations up to 

100MWs with storage hours >8 hours) within the large energy storage market in the next ten 

years, reaching a peak sales of around SEK 14.5 bn in 2030. Our base case is anyhow, 

conservative in terms of sales ramp-up compared to the company’s own projections, as they 

target sales of SEK ~20bn already in 2024.  

 

We believe Azelio can reach an avg. EBIT margin of 12% 2022-2025 followed by 15% 2025-

2029 based on i) limited competition in the large market ii) gross margins around 30% iii) an 

annual ASP-decrease of 5%, which effects are partly mitigated by increased efficiency in the 

production and growing sales from aftermarket with higher margins.  

 

 

 

 

  

Azelio - Base case scenario

Assumptions 2022-2025 2025-2029 DCF Value

CAGR Sales 75% 4% WACC 15%

avg. EBIT margin 12% 15% Net present value of FCF 954

Net present value of term v. 1 701

EV 2 655

Terminal 2029- Net cash 2020E 362

Sales growth 2%

EBIT margin 14% DCF Value 3 018

Estimated fair value 25.0

Current share price 15.0

Potential/risk 67%

Source: Redeye Research
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Bear case scenario 
 

Key differences: 

• In our bear case scenario, we assume that Azelio has to make further adjustments 

into its storage solution to reach a successful verification. The delay in verification 

also affects the current customer discussions/MoUs, which pushed the company’s 

timeline with about a year.   

• In our bear case scenario, Azelio still manages to achieve a significant sales CAGR 

of 131% between 2022-2025, while from a lower base of sales than comparable 

scenarios.  

• We see competition from several new innovative entrants in the market, targeting 

the same market spectrum as Azelio, which limits the growth beyond 2025. The 

increased competition also sets increased pressure on Azelio’s ASP, with a decline 

of 40% between 2022-2029%, compared to our base case of 30%.  

• The effects of slower sales growth increased competition, and lower gross margins 

by the ASP-pressure lead to an avg. EBIT margin of 2% between 2022-2025, 

followed by 10% 2025-2029.  

• With a delayed scale-up, Azelio will reach profitability in 2023 at first. The postponed 

breakeven point leads to an increased capital need, and we model with 60m 

additional shares to be issued, compared to 30m in our base case scenario.  

 

 

  

Azelio - Bear case scenario

Assumptions 2022-2025 2025-2029 DCF Value

CAGR Sales 131% 2% WACC 15%

avg. EBIT margin 3% 10% Net present value of FCF -146

Net present value of term v. 1 080

EV 935

Terminal 2029- Net cash 2020E 362

Sales growth 2%

EBIT margin 12% DCF Value 573

Estimated fair value 10.0

Current share price 15.0

Potential/risk -33%

Source: Redeye Research
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Bull case scenario 
 

Key differences: 

• In our bull case scenario, we assume that Azelio manages the verification process 

smoothly. The company further scales up very efficiently and reaches its production 

targets in terms of sales. This leads to a CAGR of 79% between 2022-2025, followed 

by 5% 2025-2029, and also from a substantially higher base level than our other two 

comparable scenarios.     

• We see limited competition from new entrants in the market, and Azelio can 

maintain its strong niche market position.  

• With limited competition, we calculate with a lower ASP decline of 22% between 

2022-2029%, compared to our base case of 30%.  

• The effects of stronger growth, limited competition, and higher gross margins by the 

lower ASP-pressure and innovative barriers lead to an avg. EBIT margin of 15% 

between 2022-2025, followed by 17% 2025-2029.  

• With a faster scale-up, Azelio will reach profitability in 2022 with a 9% EBIT-margin. 

In this case, Azelio only needs to issue an additional 30m shares during H2 2020, as 

in our base case scenario.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Azelio - Bull Case Scenario

Assumptions 2022-2025 2025-2029 DCF Value

CAGR Sales 79% 5% WACC 15%

avg. EBIT margin 15% 17% Net present value of FCF 1 843

Net present value of term v. 2 442

EV 4 285

Terminal 2029- Net cash 2020E 362

Sales growth 2%

EBIT margin 16% DCF Value 3 923

Estimated fair value 38.0

Current share price 15.00

Potential/risk 153%

Source: Redeye Research
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Appendix 1: MoU distribution  
Below we present the expected timeline in MW per year for the company current MoU 

pipeline.  

 

MW distribution of signed MOUs inc verifications

Company Total Pipeline (MW) ~SEKm 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Masen - - - - - - - -

Masdar & Khalifa university - - - - - - - -

STELLA Futura 6.5 286 0.05 0.5 2 4 - -

ND Power 7.5 330 0.05 0.5 3 4 - -

Biodico 120 5 280 - 0.013 15 35 70 -

JD Aviation - - - - - - - -

Pansanté - - - - - - - -

Al Mashani 25 1 100 - 0.05 5 7 13 -

Hussein Atieh & Sons Co. (HAE) 25 1 100 0.05 3 7 15 - -

Industria Mecánica VOGT 10 440 - 0.15 2 3 5 -

CITRUS JMK SA DE CV  20 880 - 0.15 3 6 11 -

Trimark Associates 45 1 980 0.15 3 6 12 24

In total SEKm 11 396 7 199 1 760 3 520 4 884 1 056

In total MWs per year 259 - 0 5 40 80 111 24

Source: Redeye, Azelio
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PROFITABILITY 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
ROE -23% -25% -43% -33% 6% 
ROCE -22% -24% -41% -34% 7% 
ROIC -38% -63% -98% -69% 12% 
EBITDA margin -3722% -7480% -13021% -51% 6% 
EBIT margin -4725% -9611% -14315% -59% 3% 
Net margin -4738% -9635% -14315% -48% 2% 

 

 
Please comment on the changes in Rating factors…… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INCOME STATEMENT 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Net sales 2 2 2 445 2,048 
Total operating costs -74 -127 -294 -670 -1,927 
EBITDA -72 -125 -292 -225 122 
Depreciation -4 -4 -4 -7 -13 
Amortization -15 -18 -20 -33 -38 
Impairment charges 0 -13 -5 0 0 
EBIT -92 -161 -321 -265 72 
Share in profits 0 0 0 0 0 
Net financial items 0 0 0 -10 -25 
Exchange rate dif. 0 0 0 0 0 
Pre-tax profit -92 -161 -321 -274 46 
Tax 0 0 0 60 -10 
Net earnings -92 -161 -321 -214 36 

 

 

BALANCE SHEET 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Assets      
Current assets      
Cash in banks 331 406 381 134 205 
Receivables 0 0 1 178 717 
Inventories 10 5 1 134 533 
Other current assets 3 13 13 13 13 
Current assets 344 424 396 458 1,467 
Fixed assets      
Tangible assets 9 19 40 74 102 
Associated comp. 0 0 0 0 0 
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 
Goodwill 0 0 -5 -5 -5 
Cap. exp. for dev. 0 0 0 0 0 
O intangible rights 291 399 479 550 537 
O non-current assets 0 0 0 0 0 
Total fixed assets 300 440 546 656 678 
Deferred tax assets 1 1 0 0 0 
Total (assets) 646 866 942 1,115 2,145 
Liabilities      
Current liabilities      
Short-term debt 0 0 0 0 0 
Accounts payable 61 111 146 356 922 
O current liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 
Current liabilities 61 111 146 356 922 
Long-term debt 23 23 0 170 593 
O long-term liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 
Convertibles 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Liabilities 84 134 146 526 1,515 
Deferred tax liab 0 0 0 0 0 
Provisions 0 0 0 0 0 
Shareholders' equity 562 710 765 551 587 
Minority interest (BS) 0 0 0 0 0 
Minority & equity 562 710 765 551 587 
Total liab & SE 646 866 942 1,115 2,145 

 

 
FREE CASH FLOW 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Net sales 2 2 2 445 2,048 
Total operating costs -74 -127 -294 -670 -1,927 
Depreciations total -19 -36 -29 -39 -50 
EBIT -92 -161 -321 -265 72 
Taxes on EBIT 0 0 0 0 0 
NOPLAT -92 -161 -321 -265 72 
Depreciation 19 36 29 39 50 
Gross cash flow -72 -125 -292 -225 122 
Change in WC 41 45 38 -99 -372 
Gross CAPEX -71 -153 -125 -140 -61 
Free cash flow -103 -233 -379 -465 -312 

 
CAPITAL STRUCTURE 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Equity ratio 87% 82% 81% 49% 27% 
Debt/equity ratio 4% 6% 4% 38% 108% 
Net debt -308 -362 -350 74 432 
Capital employed 254 327 383 587 975 
Capital turnover rate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.0 

 
GROWTH 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
Sales growth -34% -14% 34% 19,775

% 
360% 

EPS growth (adj) 0% -19% 50% -33% -117% 
 

DATA PER SHARE 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
EPS -2.17 -1.75 -2.63 -1.76 0.30 
EPS adj -2.17 -1.61 -2.59 -1.76 0.30 
Dividend 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Net debt -7.28 -3.95 -2.87 0.61 3.54 
Total shares 42.35 91.75 121.80 121.80 121.80 

 
VALUATION 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 2022E 
EV -308.3 -362.2 1,477.3 1,901.0 2,258.5 
P/E 0.0 0.0 -5.7 -8.5 50.7 
P/E diluted 0.0 0.0 -5.7 -8.5 50.7 
P/Sales 0.0 0.0 815.6 4.1 0.9 
EV/Sales -158.8 -216.9 659.5 4.3 1.1 
EV/EBITDA 4.3 2.9 -5.1 -8.4 18.6 
EV/EBIT 3.4 2.3 -4.6 -7.2 31.6 
P/BV 0.0 0.0 2.4 3.3 3.1 

 

SHARE INFORMATION   
Reuters code  AZELIO.ST 
List  First North 
Share price  15.0 
Total shares, million  121.8 
Market Cap, MSEK  1827.0 
   
MANAGEMENT & BOARD   
CEO  Jonas Eklind 
CFO  Kennet Lundberg 
IR  Johan Sahlin 
Chairman  Bo Dankis 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
ANALYSTS  Redeye AB 
Oskar Vilhelmsson  Mäster Samuelsgatan 42, 10tr 
oskar.vilhelmsson@redeye.se  111 57 Stockholm 
   
Henrik Alveskog   
henrik.alveskog@redeye.se   

 

SHARE PERFORMANCE  GROWTH/YEAR 18/20E 
1 month -

99,999,999,900.
0 % 

Net sales 7.4 % 
3 month -

99,999,999,900.
0 % 

Operating profit adj 87.0 % 
12 month -

99,999,999,900.
0 % 

EPS, just 9.2 % 
Since start of the year -

99,999,999,900.
0 % 

Equity 16.7 % 
    

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

 

DCF VALUATION  CASH FLOW, MSEK  
WACC (%) 15.0 % NPV FCF (2020-2021) -558 
  NPV FCF (2022-2028) 1512 
  NPV FCF (2029-) 1701 
  Non-operating assets 406 
  Interest-bearing debt -44 
  Fair value estimate MSEK 3017 
Assumptions 2020-2026 (%)   
Average sales growth 318.0 % Fair value e. per share, SEK 25 
EBIT margin -2,044.4 

% 
Share price, SEK 15.0 
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Redeye Rating and Background Definitions 
Company Quality 

Company Quality is based on a set of quality checks across three categories; PEOPLE, BUSINESS, FINANCE. These 

are the building blocks that enable a company to deliver sustained operational outperformance and attractive long-

term earnings growth. 

 

Each category is grouped into multiple sub-categories assessed by five checks. These are based on widely 

accepted and tested investment criteria and used by demonstrably successful investors and investment firms. Each 

sub-category may also include a complementary check that provides additional information to assist with 

investment decision-making. 

 

If a check is successful, it is assigned a score of one point; the total successful checks are added to give a score for 

each sub-category. The overall score for a category is the average of all sub-category scores, based on a scale that 

ranges from 0 to 5 rounded up to the nearest whole number. The overall score for each category is then used to 

generate the size of the bar in the Company Quality graphic. 

 

People 

At the end of the day, people drive profits. Not numbers. Understanding the motivations of people behind a business 

is a significant part of understanding the long-term drive of the company. It all comes down to doing business with 

people you trust, or at least avoiding dealing with people of questionable character. 

The People rating is based on quantitative scores in seven categories:  

• Passion, Execution, Capital Allocation, Communication, Compensation, Ownership, and Board. 

 

Business 

If you don’t understand the competitive environment and don’t have a clear sense of how the business will engage 

customers, create value and consistently deliver that value at a profit, you won’t succeed as an investor. Knowing 

the business model inside out will provide you some level of certainty and reduce the risk when you buy a stock. 

The Business rating is based on quantitative scores grouped into five sub-categories:  

• Business Scalability, Market Structure, Value Proposition, Economic Moat, and Operational Risks. 

 

Financials 

Investing is part art, part science. Financial ratios make up most of the science. Ratios are used to evaluate the 

financial soundness of a business. Also, these ratios are key factors that will impact a company’s financial 

performance and valuation. However, you only need a few to determine whether a company is financially strong or 

weak. 

The Financial rating is based on quantitative scores that are grouped into five separate categories:  

• Earnings Power, Profit Margin, Growth Rate, Financial Health, and Earnings Quality.
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Disclaimer 
Important information  
Redeye AB ("Redeye" or "the Company") is a specialist financial advisory boutique that focuses on small and mid-cap growth companies in the Nordic 
region. We focus on the technology and life science sectors. We provide services within Corporate Broking, Corporate Finance, equity research and 
investor relations. Our strengths are our award-winning research department, experienced advisers, a unique investor network, and the powerful 
distribution channel redeye.se. Redeye was founded in 1999 and since 2007 has been subject to the supervision of the Swedish Financial 
Supervisory Authority. 
Redeye is licensed to; receive and transmit orders in financial instruments, provide investment advice to clients regarding financial instruments, 
prepare and disseminate financial analyses/recommendations for trading in financial instruments, execute orders in financial instruments on behalf 
of clients, place financial instruments without position taking, provide corporate advice and services within mergers and acquisition, provide services 
in conjunction with the provision of guarantees regarding financial instruments and to operate as a Certified Advisory business (ancillary 
authorization). 
 
Limitation of liability  
This document was prepared for information purposes for general distribution and is not intended to be advisory. The information contained in this 
analysis is based on sources deemed reliable by Redeye. However, Redeye cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information. The forward-looking 
information in the analysis is based on subjective assessments about the future, which constitutes a factor of uncertainty. Redeye cannot guarantee 
that forecasts and forward-looking statements will materialize. Investors shall conduct all investment decisions independently. This analysis is 
intended to be one of a number of tools that can be used in making an investment decision. All investors are therefore encouraged to supplement 
this information with additional relevant data and to consult a financial advisor prior to an investment decision. Accordingly, Redeye accepts no 
liability for any loss or damage resulting from the use of this analysis. 
 
Potential conflict of interest  
Redeye’s research department is regulated by operational and administrative rules established to avoid conflicts of interest and to ensure the 
objectivity and independence of its analysts. The following applies: 

• For companies that are the subject of Redeye’s research analysis, the applicable rules include those established by the Swedish Financial 
Supervisory Authority pertaining to investment recommendations and the handling of conflicts of interest. Furthermore, Redeye employees 
are not allowed to trade in financial instruments of the company in question, from the date Redeye publishes its analysis plus one trading 
day after this date. 

• An analyst may not engage in corporate finance transactions without the express approval of management and may not receive any 
remuneration directly linked to such transactions. 

• Redeye may carry out an analysis upon commission or in exchange for payment from the company that is the subject of the analysis, or 
from an underwriting institution in conjunction with a merger and acquisition (M&A) deal, new share issue or a public listing. Readers of 
these reports should assume that Redeye may have received or will receive remuneration from the company/companies cited in the report 
for the performance of financial advisory services. Such remuneration is of a predetermined amount and is not dependent on the content of 
the analysis.  

 
Redeye’s research coverage 
Redeye’s research analyses consist of case-based analyses, which imply that the frequency of the analytical reports may vary over time. Unless 
otherwise expressly stated in the report, the analysis is updated when considered necessary by the research department, for example in the event of 
significant changes in market conditions or events related to the issuer/the financial instrument. 
 
Recommendation structure 
Redeye does not issue any investment recommendations for fundamental analysis. However, Redeye has developed a proprietary analysis and rating 
model, Redeye Rating, in which each company is analyzed and evaluated. This analysis aims to provide an independent assessment of the company 
in question, its opportunities, risks, etc. The purpose is to provide an objective and professional set of data for owners and investors to use in their 
decision-making.  
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Duplication and distribution 
This document may not be duplicated, reproduced or copied for purposes other than personal use. The document may not be distributed to physical 
or legal entities that are citizens of or domiciled in any country in which such distribution is prohibited according to applicable laws or other 
regulations. 
Copyright Redeye AB. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rating People Business Financials 

5p 14 12 4 
 
 3p - 4p 110 84 33 
 
 0p - 2p 6 34 93 
 
 Company N 130 130 130 
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